It’s 8 a.m. and the two founders of Tonko House animation studio are
preparing to meditate. eir 200-square-foot space at the industrial
edge of southwest Berkeley is ﬁlled with desktops and laptops,
packed bookshelves, paint jars, brushes and carbon markers, and one
ten-foot-long work table. ere isn’t much room. e table and chairs
have been shoved to one side and a heavy beige ﬁling cabinet
wheeled into the hallway. For 12 minutes, Daisuke “Dice” Tsutsumi, a
wiry Japanese expatriate, and his co-founder, the younger and
sturdier Japanese American Robert Kondo, sit lotus style at one end
of the room while their business manager, Daisuke “Zen” Miyake, an
ordained Buddhist monk, kneels at the other and chants in a droning
baritone.
Tsutsumi moved to America more than 20 years ago. Kondo —
palms turned upward, index ﬁngers touching thumbs in gyan mudra
formation — was born and raised in the San Gabriel Valley, east of
Los Angeles. Kondo and Tsutsumi founded Tonko House in February
2014. eir ﬁrst ﬁlm, a heartbreaking 18-minute animated short
called e Dam Keeper, piled up festival awards.
nominated for an Oscar earlier this year.

e ﬁlm was

Artwork from Tonko House projects

Tsutsumi and Kondo met as art directors at Pixar, where they were
renowned painters. For 7 and 12 years, respectively, they worked in
the studio’s Emeryville campus on ﬁlms like Toy Story 3, Monsters
University, and Ratatouille. Last summer, they submitted their
resignation letters.
“America and Japan have two of the biggest and most
sophisticated animation cultures in world history,” Tsutsumi explains
to me, his arms folded over a tight blue apron. “But cultural
diﬀerences, language abilities, and certain prides and needs … ” He
pauses. “ ey mean that collaboration just hasn’t happened
successfully in the past. We think we can create something that’s
slightly diﬀerent from American animation and diﬀerent from
Japanese animation, some kind of hybrid that will bring the two

worlds together. We love both of them so much.”

Daisuke “Dice” Tsutsumi and Robert Kondo with Tonko House’s mission statement in the background

the chanting stops and table and chairs are restored, the
lull of Buddhist litanies gives way to chatty chaos. e men discuss
budgets (how to cut them), deadlines (how to meet them), and where
to get sandwiches for lunch.
Tsutsumi speaks carefully, weighing words, with the faint trace of a
Japanese accent. In rigidly patriarchal Japan, Tsutsumi, who is 40,
was raised by a single mother in the 1980s, amid the nation’s bubble
years, and saw her greeting-card company falter when the bubble
burst. “She wasn’t afraid of breaking what you’d call conventions,” he
says, “and a lot of people saw her as a kind of feminist symbol.” He
moved to the U.S. at 18, when he says he could barely speak English.
Enrolled at Rockland Community College in New York, he learned
that he had a gift for illustration (“It was easier than English”), and
transferred to the School of Visual Arts in Manhattan.
“You look at [Dice’s] paintings and you go, ‘Wow,’” Academy
Award–winning Pixar director Pete Docter (Up, Inside Out) told CNN.
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“He captured life in a way that I’ve never really seen before. It’s got
this beauty to it, his sense of lighting, the reﬂection and warmth
in there.”

Dice’s watercolors

Kondo is the hyperanimated American — a dervish, quick to laugh
and theorize, his eyes bulging as he makes a point. Raised by a thirdgeneration Japanese American father and a Japanese mother, he
knew early on that he wanted to draw. “I was a horrible student in
high school,” he says. “I really loved drawing and painting.” At
Pasadena’s Art Center College of Design, he met a student who had
just returned to campus after an internship at Pixar, “and he told me
about this amazing place where you could do yoga and everyone was
making art that was really expressive and creative.” He applied for a
job, and Pixar hired him.
“Dice and Robert both have bold, strong instincts when it comes to

the use of light and color. … eir
paintings have always been so
striking to me,” says Toy Story 3

“

director Lee Unkrich. “To see them
come to life [in e Dam Keeper]
while still maintaining the raw sense
of handcraftedness was stunning.”
In early 2012, Tsutsumi persuaded
Kondo to work with him on a short
ﬁlm, on the side. (As art directors at
Pixar, they were not on what Tsutsumi calls the “very narrow path” to
directing and telling their own stories.) ey wrote four treatments,
none of which they liked, so they booked an August weekend in
Gualala, in Mendocino County, where they brainstormed and shared
childhood memories, some of them intimate and painful. ey both
remembered feeling like outsiders — being picked on and harassed,
but also seeing cruelty inﬂicted upon others and doing nothing
about it. is led them to larger questions about the crime of apathy,
of failing to act.

Daisuke “Zen” Miyake (left) meets with Dice in front of their blackboard, which shows the structure of a
story in progress

Tsutsumi and Kondo landed on a story that combined their
personal wounds and humiliations with the specter of global
catastrophe. e principal characters would be a pig, ostracized by
his peers, and a fox, a trickster and artist who becomes the pig’s only
friend. e setting would resemble a mix of Dutch and Alpine
villages, overlooked by the pig’s cavernous home, a windmill whose
swirling wheel he diligently winds each morning to keep an
encroaching pitch-black smog from smothering the town.
Tsutsumi and Kondo took three-month sabbaticals from Pixar in
the spring of 2013. With no outside investors, they poured their
personal savings into Tonko House — the word Tonko a nonsensical
combination of Japanese words for pig and fox.

To help generate the more than
8,000 digital paintings required to
create an 18-minute ﬁlm, the
directors posted a short clip of Pig on
Facebook and invited artists to apply
for volunteer positions. e
invitation was meant for the Bay
Area, but applicants from as far away as the Middle East, Eastern
Europe, and Japan oﬀered to ﬂy to California. Tsutsumi and Kondo
pared the list down. By sheer coincidence, they say, the four artists
they chose were all from San Jose State. e directors took their
volunteers to the Emeryville marina for teaching sessions. ey
painted the light at sunrise, breakwater rocks, boats bobbing in the
harbor. “It wasn’t so much about technique,” Kondo says. “It was more
about getting them to see the world the way we do.”
e Dam Keeper’s power sneaks up on you. ere is no dialogue.
e ﬁlm is hand-painted with a sketchbook roughness and
innocence, like something masterfully drawn to evoke a child’s
sensibility. e animation is two-dimensional, a form Hollywood has
mostly abandoned, given the commercial success of the threedimensional computer-generated ﬁlms pioneered by Pixar, but one
that is dear to many animators in Japan — among them director
Hayao Miyazaki, animation’s greatest living artist, who happens to be
Tsutsumi’s uncle-in-law. e Dam Keeper feels like fairy-tale fare until

the weight of apocalypse descends and you realize that a small,
intimate account of bullying has become a warning about paralysis
in the midst of injustice.

A scene from The Dam Keeper

An early 3-D animation test for a feature-length version of The Dam Keeper

Toshihiro Nakamura, a young freelance animator
based in Daly City, just south of San Francisco, pops up on the
computer screen via Skype, a yellow apartment wall close behind
him. Tsutsumi and Kondo are reviewing a test clip of Pig, now
rendered in Hollywood-style 3-D, in preparation for an imminent
presentation to a major studio executive.
In March, First Second Books, an imprint of Macmillan, signed up
Tonko House for a retelling of e Dam Keeper as a graphic-novel
series that will begin publishing in 2016. e team has also been
hired to adapt a popular Japanese children’s book for ﬁlm. After
several trips to Tokyo this spring, they began collaborating with one
of the few Japanese studios specializing in 3-D computer-generated
animation. And DK, as its creators call it, is being pursued by a
handful of Hollywood studios for production as a featurelength ﬁlm.
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The Tonko House bookshelf: reference books, Andrea Blasich’s sculptures from The Dam Keeper, awards, and gifts
from friends

Pixar is a hard place to leave. But Tsutsumi and Kondo have never
regretted the decision to strike out on their own. “We weren’t there
when Pixar was being built. It had already happened,” says Tsutsumi.
“Now people are trying to protect the legacy that Pixar has created.” It
is such a well-oiled system, and so big, he explains, that it’s almost
impossible to fail there — which also means that it’s hard to take the
kind of invigorating creative risks that come with making your own
art. Work, now, is an adventure.
On the screen, Pig catches a small lamp and then jauntily tosses it
into the air.

“I feel like Pig should be trying to catch with both hands, not just
one,” says Tsutsumi. “Right now the movement is wrong.” He stands
and with notable grace swivels his hips and raises his arms from left
to right, mimicking catching and throwing gestures. He looks less
like a deskbound animator and more like an actor at rehearsals.
“Realistically,” Kondo says, “we have, like, one day to get this
done, right?”
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